These sites are not welcome at Epik, nor are your games and false pretenses of innocence bystander.

I’ve already explained why, and for whatever you are trying to achieve here – whether it be intentional disruption to operations or a future payload delivery – it is gone as of this afternoon. Beyond the clear inference and celebration of Nazis and Hitler, our country is literally being filled up with attacks, protests, violence, seized cities, burned buildings, and horrific actions. More division and separation is not wanted here, as radicals of all nature are quick to share their beliefs and preferences for how the world should be operating.

You would have to be insensitive and lacking respect to a level I don’t even want to associate with, to not understand the degree of danger, attacks, and open corporate hostility that comes with this. What we also see, are lots of ops being perpetuated, where first they publish material like this – then they leak it to the press. I’ve had to read letters similar to yours below a dozen times in the past two weeks alone, with some instances then ending with the publishers taking to city streets with a bullhorn and anti-Jewish messages.

**We do not want your hate here, the rhetoric, or the false pretenses of your perceived nobility.**

Your site is cancelled and we want you off Epik.

Cease and desist setting up accounts, hosting programs, or the vile rhetoric or hero adornment at Epik related to Adolph Hitler and Nazis. You’ve already demonstrated what is in your heart. We don’t have time for it, as there are many people to serve and help, and that comes through love over divisiveness.

Thank you for your understanding.